The lack of code comprehension skills in novice programming students is recognised as a major factor underpinning poor learning outcomes. We use Schulte's Block Model to support teachers' understanding of how to break the skill down into component parts that are more manageable for a learner. This analysis is operationalised in three code annotation-based learning/assessment exercise formats, two helping students to identify and describe programming concepts and the third enabling them to parse code correctly and carry out desk executions. A great benefit of the activities is that they are low cost and can be applied to any imperative style code and so can be easily adopted by schools anywhere; furthermore, they are active, not passive, an issue with some animation-based visualisation approaches. The exercise formats were included as part of a national schools computing science professional learning programme (PLAN C).
INTRODUCTION
This short work-in-progress paper outlines the rationale for, and design of, three exercise formats that can be used in school classrooms to aid code comprehension. The formats are independent of any particular language and can even be delivered as paper-and-pencil exercises to reduce complexity, cost and enable flexibility to suit teachers' needs. This is timely since computing education, programming in particular, is rapidly expanding into the secondary school sector and even into primary. Schools traditionally have relatively low levels of resourcing to support their teaching; there is no standard teaching language used by all schools, neither across nations, nor sometimes even within a single city; and there is no universal curriculum or set of lesson plans. Finding relatively language agnostic exercise formats that can be quickly and cheaply tailored to specific languages and contexts is therefore crucial. The formats presented here were included in a nationwide teacher professional development programme (PLAN C) [5] and incorporated by teachers into Computing Science courses for learners mainly in the 14 to 16 age range.
RATIONALE
The development of code comprehension skills is increasingly viewed as a key developmental stage in becoming a competent programmer [11] [12] [13] 21] . Benedict du Boulay is generally recognised as the first to refer to code comprehension when he introduced the concept of a notional machine as an issue in learning to program [6] . This is one of five overlapping potential sources of difficulty for novices that he defined, another of which is notation, the syntax and semantics of a particular programming language. Du Boulay brings these two together in his definition of a notional machine as "an idealised conceptual computer whose properties are implied by the constructs in the programming language". The importance of novices' developing such a machine model is the consequent ability to see a program as a white box, the operation of whose statements may be understood, rather than as a black box around which only inputs and outputs are visible. In particular, by observing a large number of these white boxes, for a range of different programs, novices can start to disassociate individual constructs from the particular contexts in which they appear, a key learning step, following the no-function-in-structure principle [10] .
Du Boulay suggested that a concrete tool would be valuable to enable the machine model to be observed. Sorva [18] developed such a tool in software, UUhistle, which makes visible a notional machine model for Python. Others have also developed computer and paper-based tools to help students develop notional machine models. For example, Berry and Kolling [2] have developed a paper or animation-based extension to the BlueJ environment for visualizing Java programs; Holliday and Luginbuhl's [8] use of memory diagrams highlights incorrect learner models of how data is stored in memory, and Hertz and Jump's [7] trace-based model for memory allocation and update models both a stack and an object heap.
Notation and the notional machine [16] form a key part of code comprehension, and are captured in the two Structural dimensions of Schulte's Block Model [14] , as shown in Table 1 . The model considers the understanding of code at four levels of detail. The Atom level, which considers programs at the level of smallest program components, may be exemplified by a single assignment statement, or an input or output statement, or even the expressions contained within these components. The Block level considers contiguous lines within a program that are bounded in a logical way, for example the body of a loop or a branch in a selection statement, or a subprogram body. The Relations level considers separated lines of code that are related together: this could be relevant to variable roles [17] , where, for example, an one-way flag variable typically has an initialization, a test in a loop header, and an assignment statement within the loop body; alternatively more complex relational behaviour might consider function calling between code blocks, and parameter passing. At the top level, Macro Structure concerns the understanding of the whole program.
The Block Model, across all four levels, is divided orthogonally according to two dimensions -Structure and Function. They reflect the dual role that any program has, and the need to understand the program in either of those roles. The Function dimension concerns the way a program addresses the problem it is designed to solve. From the point of view of code comprehension, how does this line, this block, these components contribute to solving the whole problem? Which parts do they play? By comparison, the Structure dimension is associated principally with the syntax of the code, and is hence referred to as the "text surface"; and also with the operation of the code, what it does with respect to some machine model -this is "program execution". As noted, text surface and program execution are directly related to two of the five issues raised by du Boulaynotional machine and notation.
In this paper, we are principally concerned with building novices understanding of the Structural dimension of the Block Model given the increasing evidence that a combination of identifying, tracing and describing code strongly influence novice's ability to explain its purpose and write code of their own [11-13, 20, 21] .
THE EXERCISE FORMATS
The exercises presented here were designed with the following aims
•
Reducing the high-level of cognitive load of code comprehension faced by novices [15, 19] by distributing cognition between the mind of the novice and the code as it is annotated [4] and reducing the number of details that need to be maintained in working memory [9] .
• Overlaying information on, or near, the code itself to avoid novices having to split their attention and coordinate between two completely different representations.
• Able to be focused and targeted at different levels and aspects of the Structural dimension of the Block Model. This means that assistance can be provided with parsing, dynamic control flow and expression evaluation, as well as variable tracking.
• Largely language agnostic so that they could be shaped to suit a teacher's particular context. For widespread adoption of improved teaching methods, this aspect is crucial.
• Considering Chi and Wylie's learner engagement model [3] , ensuring that the learner is constructively engaged in the activity, enabling deeper learning than via just listening or observing, and preparing for even deeper interactive engagement via group or classroom discussion.
Code Identification and Description
The first two exercise formats presented directly target the understanding of code required across the various levels and two dimensions of the Block Model. They can either be used separately or in combination. A reference-sheet of programming concept terms is also provided to aid learners in identifying particular aspects and describing their execution. 
Augmented Tracing using TRACS
The third exercise format, TRACS, is an augmented tracing technique acting principally as a significant cognitive assistant for developing the skills required in the Program Execution side of code comprehension. The tracing process is broken down into clear stages, to help avoid cognitive overload, and the final representation captures all aspects of the learner's notional machine model [16] .
First, two finished examples of the technique are given, along with an explanation to show how the technique operates. Remember, though, that a learner would construct an example like this step by step, thoroughly exercising their understanding. After that, a number of observations are given about the design of the technique and how it meets the needs of the Block Model. Figure 2 on the next page shows a completed trace using the TRACS tracing model on a very simple program expressed in Python 2, executed against the input data 5 and 7. The program is as follows:
In this case, the trace has been developed using a drawing tool, to ensure its readability at the reduced size for this paper, whereas in normal classroom use it is expected that it should be completed using pen and A4 (roughly Letter) or A3 (double Letter) sized paper.
Here are the three main steps to create a TRACS trace:
1. Boxes are drawn round each expression in the code provided in the left-hand side. These are shown in red in Figure 2 . 2. Arrows are drawn between the lines to represent the static control flow. If the code contains conditional branching points with two outgoing arrows, these are marked with T and F to indicate which route should be followed at run-time, depending on the calculated value of the Boolean expression. An initial arrow is drawn to the first line to be executed. 3. Execution now begins. The arrow leading to the next line to be executed is numbered with a step number. Lines of code executed repeatedly will attract a series of step numbers. The steps below are carried out for each line as it is executed: A teacher can use this format to demonstrate to students how particular constructs operate -giving them a precise reference model for future use.
The teacher can then prepare a number of examples for students to work on. Printed sheets can be prepared with the code in place and the right number of entries in variables table and expression A more complex instance of the technique is shown in Figure 3 for the following program: A quick scan of the step numbers adorning the program shows whether the student's control flow was correct. At the first sign of an incorrect sequence, the expression evaluations and variable updates can be checked by the teacher to diagnose the exact cause of the problem and fed back to the student. -This is a learning exercise to be used to ensure that students are developing a consistent and correct mental model of how code executes [1] . Once students have internalised aspects of how code executes this level of annotation is unlikely to be required.
CONCLUSIONS
These exercises have been used by hundreds of teachers following their introduction in a professional development programme. While we do not have rigorous experimental data on their efficacy yet, questionnaire and interview feedback indicates that teachers have seen significant learning gains and changes in how their pupils talk and reason about programs compared to their prior methods that didn't have as strong a focus on code comprehension.
